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Installation Instructions for PPH06 or SRPPH06 Hinge
installed into E-Z Adjust Shower Door Header
(For complete Header Installation Instructions, see pages 3-24 through 3-28 in the SDT21 Frameless
Shower Door Guide)

The PPH06 or SRPPH06 hinge must be end-loaded from an open end of the header. If the door is
to be fastened to the header in a section that joins the wall, simply slide the hinge in from the end of the
header that mounts to the wall. If the hinge is to be mounted in a section of header that doesn’t connect
to the wall, loosen the corner bracket that connects the header pieces, closest to the final location your
hinge is to be mounted. Pull the header pieces apart from one another, and end-load the hinge into the
open end of the header. 

Fasten the hinge into the header by clamping the built-in adapter portion of the hinge to the thin,
flat plate portion. It is recommended to temporarily place the hinge in the header, centered where the
door will be permanently fastened. Tighten the screws that clamp the adapter to the thin plate until they
are snug. The object is to avoid having the hinge slide around while placing the header to it’s permanent
position. Re-assemble the corner brackets into the header and permanently install the header.

With the hinge integrated into the header and the header permanently installed, the door can now
be fit into the opening. Loosen the clamping screws in the adapter and slide the hinge into the correct
position. Tighten the clamping screws in the adapter portion to the thin, flat plate portion. Mount the
door to complete the process.

Fine-tune Adjusting the PPH06 or SRPPH06 in the
E-Z Adjust Shower Door Header:

Upon final installation of the PPH06 or SRPPH06, it may necessary to make a slight adjustment side-to-side. Perhaps the
edge of the top hinge isn’t flush with the edge of the door glass, or the top hinge is slightly out of alignment with the bottom
hinge. The PPH06 and SRPPH06 allow for a side-to-side adjustment with the door in place. To adjust the hinge from side-to-side,
open the door to 90° and loosen the clamping screws on the adapter. Slide the hinge to the desired position. Re-tighten
the clamping screws. The top hinge has been moved, so it may be necessary to adjust the door within the hinge. If an adjustment
is required, slowly close the door until it is in the final closed position. Place wood shims under the door glass and adjust.
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